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Abstract
Data exchange between embedded systems and other small
or large computing devices increases. Since data in differ-
ent data sources may refer to the same real world objects,
data cannot simply be merged. Furthermore, in many situ-
ations, conflicts in data about the same real world objects
need to be resolved without interference from a user. In this
paper, we report on an attempt to make a RDBMS proba-
bilistic, i.e., data in a relation represents all possible views
on the real world, in order to achieve unattended data inte-
gration. We define a probabilistic relational data model and
review standard SQL query primitives in the light of proba-
bilistic data. It appears that thinking in terms of ‘possible
worlds’ is powerful in determining the proper semantics of
these query primitives.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, notebooks, PDA’s, cell phones, home net-
works, etc. have become commonplace. In recent years, all
these systems have been equipped with mobile transmitters,
enabling them to communicate with devices in their sur-
roundings. As a result, ever more data is being exchanged to
enable each device to obtain sufficient information about its
environment (i.e., the real world). In this process, data orig-
inating from different data sources needs to be merged. An
old and well-known problem is that data sources structure
their data according to different schema’s. Additionally, we
may not even assume that these data sources agree on the
data itself, i.e., that they carry conflicting information about
the same real world objects. Somehow, these conflicts have
to be resolved preferably without interference from a user.
The approach we take is to fundamentally drop the as-
sumption that a database should contain accurate and com-
plete data, but still hold the DBMS responsible for data
management. Furthermore, it should be possible that data
integration is performed in an unattended way, i.e., with-
out interference from a user resolving conflicts. In other
words, the DBMS should be able to manage uncertain data.
We propose a probabilistic RDBMS, built on top of a tra-
ditional relational database. We define a probabilistic rela-
tional data model and review standard SQL query primitives
in the light of probabilistic data. It turns out that especially
the semantics of aggregate operations is not trivial. Think-
ing of the database as holding information about possible
worlds proved fundamental in defining a proper semantics
for probabilistic SQL. Moreover, the probabilistic DBMS is
designed as a proper extension of a traditional RDBMS.
Details for this research can be found in [1].
2 Related Research
The idea of a database dealing with uncertain or imper-
fect data is not new. For example, in the fields of artifi-
cial intelligence, deductive databases, knowledge discovery
in databases, papers were regularly published on handling
probabilistic data. Our approach to probabilistic data is that
of worlds and interpretations. These possible worlds were
introduced in [2] and allow for natural reasoning about un-
certain data.
The notation for probabilistic relations we use, is in-
spired by [3], but in contrast with this system, we assume
a closed world, i.e., complete knowledge of all possibilities
with associated probabilities.
Redefinition of algebraic query operators has been pro-
posed in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], of which [4] uses a possible world
approach. None of these, however, redefine aggregate func-
tions to support probabilistic data.
Since, we will use our system for unattended data inte-
gration, the system has to be easy to use and be as simple as
possible. Therefore, point-probabilities instead of complex
values [7] are used to indicate the level of certainty,
For data integration, we assume the existence of a real
world object to be certain whereby its appearance can be
uncertain. This results in certain objects with uncertain
attributes, or in database terms, certain rows and uncer-
tain columns. This distinction between probabilities associ-
ated with rows (Type-1) and those associated with columns
(Type-2) is introduced by [2].
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Table 1. Probabilistic relation addressbook
name room
‘Ed’ [1.0] 3122 [0.7]
‘Ed’ [1.0] 3120 [0.3]
‘Harry’ [1.0] 2023 [0.4]
‘Harry’ [1.0] 2012 [0.6]
3 Probabilistic Data
A real world object can be represented by a tuple T ∈
D1 × · · · × Dn, where Di is the domain of attribute i. A
set of real world objects can then be described by a relation
R ∈ P(D1 × · · · ×Dn). Finally, we represent a real world
by a database DB ∈ PP(D1 × · · · ×Dn). Without loss of
generality, we assume DB to consist of one relation.
A probabilistic attribute is a traditional attribute with an
associated probability, i.e., its domain is D˜i = [0, 1] ×Di.
We can now define a probabilistic tuple as pT ∈ D˜1×· · ·×
D˜n. pT defines a possible description of a real world ob-
ject, also called a possibility. Let Pi(pT ) be the probability
part of attribute i in tuple pT and πi(pT ) its value part.
Let pR ∈ P(D˜1 × · · · × D˜n) be a probabilistic relation.
Table 1 shows an example of a probabilistic relation. We re-
quire pR to have a primary key k (or key for short). Without
loss of generality, we assume the key of a probabilistic rela-
tion to consist of one attribute. Key k uniquely identifies the
real world object. As a consequence, the associated proba-
bility needs to be 1. Observe that the key value itself is not
unique in pR in the traditional sense (‘name’ in Table 1).
For convenience, we introduce the following notation:
Πv(pR) = {pT ∈ pR |πk(pT ) = v}
DipR = {v ∈ Di | (∃pT ∈ pR) • πi(pT ) = v}
Πv(pR) is the set of all tuples from pR where the key equals
v. DipR is domain Di restricted to values occurring in pR.
Two constraints should hold for a probabilistic relation:
1. (∀v ∈ DkpR)
∑
pT∈Πv(pR)
(
∏
1≤i≤n
Pi(pT )) = 1
2. (∀v ∈ DkpR)(∀i = k)(∀pT , pT ′ ∈ Πv(pR)) •
πi(pT ) = πi(pT ′) ⇒ Pi(pT ) = Pi(pT ′)
The first constraint states that for each real world object, the
total probability of all possibilities equals one. This implies
that we assume a closed world. The second constraint states
that all attributes are independent.
3.1 Possible Worlds
If we consider a normal relation R to be a representation
of the real world, then we can consider a probabilistic re-
Table 2. Two addressbooks
name room
‘Ed’ 3122
‘Harry’ 2023
name room
‘Ed’ 3120
‘Harry’ 2012
lation pR to be a representation of several possible worlds.
Since the probabilities of the individual attributes are inde-
pendent, we obtain the probability of a description pT of
a real world object (i.e., a possibility) by multiplying the
probabilities of the associated attributes:
∏
1≤i≤n
Pi(pT ).
The set of tuples representing one possibility for each
real world object is called a possible world pW ⊆ pR,
defined by
1. (∀v ∈ DkpR) • |Πv(pW )| = 1
2. (∀pT ∈ pR)(∃pT ′ ∈ pW ) • πk(pT ) = πk(pT ′)
The first constraint ensures that only one possibility is con-
tained in pW for each real world object. The second con-
straint ensures that each real world object from pR is con-
tained in pW at least once.
The set of all possible worlds, also called universe, is
denoted by
PWRpR = {pW ⊆ pR | pW is a possible world}
4 Application context
Our application context is the one of (mobile) devices
exchanging data on their own. This, however, leads to the
problem of merging possibly conflicting data on the same
real world objects. If we merge two data sets, we need not
only decide on the resulting data structure and how to con-
vert both source data sets to this structure, but also on the
level of confidence of the resulting data itself. We focus on
the latter. Table 1 is an example of a possible merge result
of the two relations from Table 2.
The assigned probabilities represent the level of confi-
dence on the attribute values. They are assumed to be deter-
mined by a mapping function, which will not be discussed
here. Possible explanations or facturs influencing the proba-
bilities in the table are that one of the addressbooks belongs
to one of the persons mentioned, making his own address
more reliable, or a date associated with the addressbooks,
where the most recent one is considered more accurate.
Querying this new addressbook may obviously result in
an uncertain answer. That is the unavoidable consequence
of unattended data integration. We believe that the moment
a user views information, is the right moment for him/her to
decide among possibilities. This decision can be fed back in
the data by deleting possibilities and updating probabilities.
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Table 3. Addressbook with distances
(a) non-1NF representation
name room distance
‘Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7]
3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3]
‘Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4]
2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6]
(b) 1NF representation
name room room prob distance distance prob
‘Ed’ 3122 0.7 20 0.7
‘Ed’ 3122 0.7 18 0.3
‘Ed’ 3120 0.3 20 0.7
‘Ed’ 3120 0.3 18 0.3
‘Harry’ 2023 0.4 50 0.4
‘Harry’ 2023 0.4 60 0.6
‘Harry’ 2012 0.6 50 0.4
‘Harry’ 2012 0.6 60 0.6
(c) 3NF representation
MAIN
name id
‘Ed’ 1
‘Harry’ 2
ROOM
id room prob
1 3122 0.7
1 3120 0.3
2 2023 0.4
2 2012 0.6
DISTANCE
id distance prob
1 20 0.7
1 18 0.3
2 50 0.4
2 60 0.6
5 Storage scheme
We developed a prototype system on top of an ordinary
RDBMS. Probabilistic tables can be stored in several ways
corresponding with the normal form to which one likes
to adhere. Table 3 shows different representations of the
same probabilistic relation addressbook: a representation
with non-atomic attributes (Table 3(a)), the representation
brought in first normal form (Table 3(b)), and the represen-
tation brought in third normal form (Table 3(c)). The 1NF
representation of probabilistic data, however, may lead to
massive replication of attribute values, hence, data incon-
sistency. The 3NF representation, on the other hand, may
require many joins, hence, may perform less efficiently. We
will discuss both representations.
5.1 1NF representation
A probabilistic attribute D˜ is not atomic, since it consists
of a probability part and a value part. The representation
of a probabilistic relation pR ∈ P(D˜1 × · · · × D˜n) can be
transformed to be represented only by atomic attributes. We
write pR ∈ P([0, 1]×D1 × · · · × [0, 1]×Dn). pR is now
in 1NF.
Probability attributes which have only values of 0 or 1
are omitted, since these are not probabilistic, which is the
case for at least the key of the relation.
If we bring Table 3(a) in 1NF, this results in 2× 2 + 2×
2 = 8 rows (see Table 3(b)). Each row has 5 attributes:
name, room, room prob, distance and distance prob.
5.2 3NF representation
The 1NF representation may massively replicate at-
tribute values, hence may lead to data inconsistency if not
handled properly. Normalization to 3NF prevents this.
We start by observing that the probabilistic relation in
Table 3(a) is modeled as pR ∈ Dk × PD˜2 × · · · × PD˜n.
Each non-atomic attribute can, however, be modeled as a
separate table. Therefore, we introduce a main table for
each probabilistic relation with the key and a unique identi-
fier Dk′ (to avoid replicating the key value). Furthermore,
we introduce a separate table Dk′ × Di × [0, 1] for each
non-atomic attribute. The key of these tables consists of the
first two attributes, k′ and i.
The main table has functional dependency k → k′ and
the separate tables have functional dependencies k′i →
p, where p is the probability attribute with domain [0, 1].
These functional dependencies satisfy 3NF. The 3NF repre-
sentation of table 3 is shown in table 3(c).
5.3 Dependent attributes
The attributes room and distance in table 3 are indepen-
dent, which means that any given distance can occur with
any given room. This becomes extra clear with the 3NF
representation where both attributes are stored in different
tables. In our example however, the distance is likely to de-
pend on the room. The 3NF representation can model this
dependency by storing dependent attributes in the same ta-
ble. The attributes room and distance in the main table are
then replaced by a single attribute called room distance.
6 Querying
A probabilistic query should return a different kind of
result than a normal relational query. Consider a query such
as the one posed below on the addressbook of Table 1.
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SELECT name, room
FROM addressbook
Seen from a traditional relational point of view, the an-
swer {(‘Ed’, 3122), (‘Ed’, 1320), (‘Harry’, 2023), (‘Harry’,
2012)} makes no sense: because attribute name is a key,
only one tuple containing the name ‘Ed’ is expected. From
the perspective of probabilistic relations, however, the re-
turned result is a somewhat correct answer, because uncer-
tainty about rooms in the data will inevitably lead to uncer-
tainty in the answer to a question about rooms. The answer
only does not specify the probabilities, which it should.
This calls for a review of the semantics of relational al-
gebra operators and, as a consequence, their redefinition,
in order to support querying on probabilistic data. With the
possible world approach, we would expect the answer {(0.7,
‘Ed’, 3122), (0.3, ‘Ed’, 3120), (0.4, ‘Harry’, 2023), (0.6,
‘Harry’, 2012)}, which indicates that there is a 70% chance
the possibility (‘Ed’, 3122) is correct and a 30% chance the
possibility (‘Ed’, 3120) is correct.
6.1 Operators
Select The traditional select operator σc(R) selects tuples
from R according to the selection condition c. For a prob-
abilistic select operator, the selection condition c can also
refer to probabilities of attributes. We, therefore, introduce
a function P (f) which returns the probability of attribute f .
The semantics of the probabilistic select operator σc(pR)
should be that it selects possibilities from pR.
Note, however, that the result of a selection corre-
sponds to a different universe than the one stored in the
database. All probabilities of attributes f in the answer
are of the form P (f |c). For example, to obtain data
that is highly likely from the addressbook relation, highly
likely being a probability more than 60%, we could write
σP (room)>0.6(addressbook). The result of this expression
is {(1.0, ‘Ed’, 3122)}, which states that in the universe
where a probability of a room is higher than 60%, Ed cer-
tainly occupies room 3122, hence the probability 1.0 in the
answer. In other words, the original probabilities have to
be normalized in the result. Note that this is a proper prob-
abilistic relation according to Section 3. Furthermore, ob-
serve that dependency among attributes may occur.
Project The traditional project operator πf (R) selects all
attributes f from all tuples in R leaving out other attributes
not in f . The semantics of a probabilistic project operator
πf (pR) should be that it selects all attributes f from all pos-
sibilities in R. Since all attributes are independent, projec-
tion does not affect the associated probabilities. However,
if the key of pR is projected out, the individual objects can
no longer be identified and the result is meaningless. There-
fore, k always has to be part of attribute list f .
Table 4. Determining the probabilities associ-
ated with a union result by enumerating pos-
sible worlds (P˘ = 1− P ).
A B A ∪B
e ∈ A [PA] e ∈ B [PB ] e ∈ A ∪B [PAPB ]
e ∈ A [PA] e /∈ B [P˘B ] e ∈ A ∪B [PAP˘B ]
e /∈ A [P˘A] e ∈ B [PB ] e ∈ A ∪B [P˘APB ]
e /∈ A [P˘A] e /∈ B [P˘B ] e /∈ A ∪B [P˘AP˘B ]
⇒ e ∈ A ∪B [PA + PB − PAPB ]
e /∈ A ∪B [1− (PA + PB − PAPB)]
Union The probabilistic union operator merges two prob-
abilistic relations possibly containing possibilities for the
same real world objects. To properly calculate the probabil-
ities in the answer, it is beneficial to enumerate the possible
worlds, i.e., consider each possibility of an element existing
or not in the operand sets (see Table 4). The probability of
the element occurring in the result is the sum of the three
possibilities where the element occurred in either operand.
The intersection and difference can be determined anal-
ogously.
Cartesian product The semantics of a cartesian product
is the simultaneous occurrence of two possibilities. Proba-
bilities can be calculated according to this semantics.
6.2 Aggregate functions
Aggregate functions combine the values of a set of at-
tribute values into one value. Examples are the total price
of a collection or the average mark of students. Observe that
a traditional aggregate operator works in one world where
everything is certain. To come up with a proper seman-
tics for aggregate operators in the context of probabilis-
tic relations, we use the strategy of enumerating possible
worlds. For each possible world pW with associated prob-
ability P (pW ), we apply the traditional aggregate operator
aggr . The results (aggr , P (pW )) together form the result-
ing probabilistic relation.
Given the addressbook relation of Table 3 and the query
below:
SELECT MAX(distance)
FROM addressbook
This would traditionally return the number 60. This is,
however, only true for the world where ‘Harry’ occupies
room 2012, but there are three other possible worlds. These
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possible worlds should contribute to the result. The correct
result
{(0.28, 50), (0.42, 60), (0.12, 50), (0.18, 60)}
= {(0.4, 50), (0.6, 60)}
reflects the existence of four possible worlds, two possibil-
ities for both ‘Ed’ and ‘Harry’, each with its own maxi-
mum distance either 50 or 60. The associated probabilities
of worlds with equal maximum values can be combined as
shown.
In more general terms, the probabilistic aggregate oper-
ators (MAX, MIN, SUM, AVG) are defined by
aggrf (pR) ∈ P([0, 1]× R)
where f indicates a field name. We use the notation
aggrf (pW ) for the traditional counterpart of an aggregate
operator evaluated in possible world pW . The aggregate
function aggrf is defined by
aggrf (pR) = {(P (pW ), aggrf (pW )) | pW ∈ PWRpR}
A more elaborate explanation of the aggregate functions
can be found in [1].
6.3 EXP function
All aggregate operators take the existence of possible
worlds into account. However, the system should be able
to predict information about the real world. We, therefore,
introduce a new aggregate function, EXP , which returns
the expected value of a numerical field.
EXPf (pR) ∈ R
It is defined by
∑
pT∈pR
πf (pT )× Pf (pT )
∑
pT∈pR
Pf (pT )
The function calculates the weighted average of the field
over all possible worlds. In the presence of a GROUP BY
clause, we assume pR to represent one group. For example,
SELECT EXP(distance)
FROM addressbook
GROUP BY name
returns {19.4, 56}, the expected distances to all persons
in our addressbook.
EXP can be used in combination with other aggregate
functions. The expected maximum distance is obtained by
SELECT EXP(MAX(distance))
FROM addressbook
7 Conclusions
We designed an extension to an ordinary RDBMS to al-
low it to handle uncertain data. Uncertain data is repre-
sented by probabilistic relations, relations that hold infor-
mation on all possibilities of real world objects with associ-
ated probabilities. We assume a closed world. Storing prob-
abilistic relations in an ordinary RDBMS proved simple by
properly applying normal form theory on the functional de-
pendencies related to probabilities.
To be able to properly query the data in a probabilistic
database, we reviewed the semantics of all operators and
redefined them to result in probabilistic answers. The ap-
proach of enumerating possible worlds proved crucial in
choosing the right semantics for probabilistic operators. We
also introduced a new aggregate operator EXP that returns
the expected value. It can be used in prediction queries.
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